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1. ABSTRACT

A pulsing circuit is designed and constructed capable of raising up to +6.7kV between plates of a small (~50cm side length) spark chamber. The device is triggered by the ~2V output of a cosmic ray detection device, and its overall gain of ~1:3000 is achieved by a sequence of amplifiers and fast switching devices – namely a Bipolar Junction Transistor (BJT), Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistor (IGBT), 1:53 gain pulsed transformer and a triggered spark gap. The qualitative response of each component is assessed with respect to its response and relaxation time. The overall delay time between electronic input and this 6.7kV pulse is found to be as short as 580±100ns. The response of the electronics is investigated under a range of square input pulse amplitudes and durations, simulating input pulses expected from the cosmic ray detector. A pulse shape of 200ns and depth of 2V or more is found to minimise rise times within limits set by adjacent components. The majority (over 60%) of the overall rise time is identified with the LC charging of the step-up transformer. The 55.7±2ms RC recharge time of the capacitor driving the transformer input limits the system’s maximum repetition rate to ~10Hz. It is found that the assembled system is compatible with operation of a small spark chamber, and recommendations are made regarding further fine tuning and potential future challenges.

2. INTRODUCTION

Though the era of the spark chamber as the workhorse in particle detection of the 1960s has passed, it is remembered for its elegant design and dramatic visual impact. The device discharges a sequence of alternating high and low voltage plates along the ionised track left in the wake of a passing charged particle – illuminating its trajectory with a sudden arc of light (fig 2.1a). Though solid state devices have become the research tool of choice, the spark chamber has now assumed an educational role. In an ongoing outreach project for Cambridge High Energy Physics, we seek to construct a portable spark chamber to visualise the passage of cosmic rays in real time, highlighting the frequency and distribution of this “rain” of charged particles. For both particle physicist and non-physicist alike the spark chamber brings to life both these extra-terrestrial particles and an ingenious tool from the history of detector physics.
Fig 2.1 (a) Photograph of sparking in Vienna’s Technisches Museum’s spark chamber, alongside a simple cartoon (b) illustrating the track formation process. The cosmic particle ionises gas as it passes, providing a path of least resistance for discharge between adjacent plates.

The discharge between adjacent plates which ultimately illuminates the cosmic track (fig 2.1b) is of course the final stage of a sequence of key operations required for successful chamber operation. Crucially, to prevent continuous discharge between chamber plates (arcing) a triggering device must be included to apply 8kV only immediately after an ionising particle has traversed the chamber. The complete operational sequence therefore includes an event counter and pulsing circuit as illustrated below (fig 2.2), which operate as follows: (1) scintillator counters above and below the chamber detect passing charged particles; (2) coincident arrivals are isolated electronically; (3) the coincidence signal is amplified, triggering discharge across a spark gap; (4) shorting at the spark gap discharges capacitor C and drives chamber plates to high voltage; sparking in the chamber grounds all the plates and C recharges through choking resistors R₁ and R₂.

Fig 2.2 The simplest equivalent circuit completely describing the operation of a spark chamber. For simplicity only two plates are included. Labels (1) to (4) indicate the location of the processes detailed in the text above leading from detected particle to successful sparking.
In this report I shall assemble and evaluate the triggering electronics to connect stages (2) and (3) of existing hardware. The circuit is tuned to achieve the fastest overall switch on time, since high voltage must be applied to the chamber plates before the residual ionisation introduced by the cosmic particle becomes too diffuse to nucleate successful sparking. Previous work with chambers of similar dimensions to our ‘table-top’ design ([1], [2]) suggests that 100% efficient sparking can be expected if the total electronic delay between detection of a cosmic particle and application of an ~8kV pulse to the chamber is below 500ns, falling to 85% by 600ns. Assuming the coincidence circuit can be tuned to achieve <100ns rise times [3] we therefore aim to limit the overall delay time introduced by our pulsing system - which will ultimately activate the chamber plates - to better than 500ns. We will also consider carefully the relaxation time of our system to ensure that a sparking repetition rate of >10Hz is attainable – achieving a resolution of <0.1s between individual sparks. This threshold is selected as it is at the limit of the human eye and hence a sensible target rate for our demonstration chamber.

3. THE SYSTEM

3.1 Triggering a Spark Chamber

Triggering a fast rise time ~500ns, high voltage ~8kV pulse across plates in a spark chamber is often achieved using a cascade of fast switching devices as shown in fig 3.1. At each stage in the circuit a switching device holds off a high voltage plate of a capacitor, which becomes shorted to ground when a triggering pulse stimulates breakdown of the device. This voltage step is conveyed across the capacitor to the input of the following switching device, and ultimately to the plates of a spark chamber. Traditionally thyratrons or triggered spark gaps are selected as switches, combining high breakdown voltages and ‘instant’ ~20ns [4] turn on time. Today solid state devices are also able to switch high voltages suitably swiftly and are preferentially used where possible due to their superior durability.

![Fig 3.1 A generalised fast switching, high voltage circuit suitable for pulsing a small spark chamber. A small trigger pulse breaks down S₁, discharging C₁ to ground. This ~ -300V step is transferred across the capacitor C₁ and triggers S₂, repeating the process at higher voltages. When C₂ is fully discharged conduction in S₂ is extinguished and C₂ recharges rapidly through R₄ – switching off the ~8kV pulse that is delivered to the spark chamber.](image-url)
The choice of switching device will critically affect the overall delay time of our pulsing circuit. The strength of the spark gap approach to triggering is its speed – in a research grade chamber four or five spark gaps are typical, with overall delay times as little as 100ns [4]. However both spark gaps and thyratrons are prone to deterioration on inconveniently short timescales1 - of order $10^5$ pulses, equivalent only to ~5 days of 1Hz pulsing typical of small spark chambers. Although solid state alternatives are considerably more rugged, they too have distinct disadvantages. Even the fastest BEHLKE devices have delay times of >120ns [5], so a cascade of such devices is clearly unfeasible. To custom design a single device for the process is course expensive (~£1000). The commercially popular high voltage switching Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistor (IGBT) is both cheap and fast – capable of switching a 1kV pulse in a few tens of nanoseconds – but readily available models are limited to below <2kV operation [6].

3.2 Our Design

Appropriate hardware for our pulsing circuit must meet the following criteria:

- The circuit should deliver >8kV within <500ns of an input signal, and accommodate a 10Hz repetition rate.
- Equipment must be compact, lightweight and durable to allow for easy transportation.
- Construction costs must be minimised where possible.

Ultimately we must deliver a higher voltage output than possible using cheap solid state devices alone but we wish to avoid maintenance heavy spark gaps where possible. We therefore select a compound design tested successfully in a similar educational spark chamber designed by the Dutch Institute for High Energy Physics, NIKHEF [7]. The system uses a spark gap to ultimately deliver a ~8kV pulse to the chamber, which is itself triggered at ‘low’ (~100V) voltages by an IGBT device. In the interests of durability and ease of maintenance, our spark gap is to be triggered by a simple commercial spark plug for the automotive industry. The spark plug must be triggered at high voltage (~4kV) to ensure reliable operation, and so a pulsed transformer is used to step-up the ~100V output voltage of the IGBT. Finally, the IGBT must be triggered at above its ~6V threshold voltage, and so the ~1V output of a coincidence circuit is amplified by a simple Bipolar Junction Transistor (BJT) driven amplifier. A simplified circuit diagram is illustrated below (fig 3.2):

---

1. The triggering electrode for spark gaps collects particulates and the noble gas within the thyratron is gradually polluted by air intrusion.
Fig 3.2 Simplified circuit diagram illustrating the primary components of the NIKHEF pulsing circuit. There are three distinct phases of amplification – a 'low' voltage circuit switches the IGBT, S₁; a step-up transformer; a triggered spark gap, S₂. Note that both IGBT and spark gap are driven as described in section 3.1. Stages of amplification are indicated by the evolution of a ~1V square wave to an 8kV output pulse.

The NIKHEF design is well suited for our portable chamber for a number of reasons. Although a pulse transformer is considerably slower (rise times ~300ns) than a cascade of spark gaps, it is compact, durable and need not be held at a constant high voltage. It is therefore more portable and an inherently safer system. Similarly, the IGBT is a much more convenient, reliable and inexpensive medium voltage switch than a finely tuned spark gap or thyatron. The use of a spark gap at the final stage ensures rise times of a few tens of nanoseconds on the leading edge of the pulse sent to the chamber plates – essential to avoid electrostatic dispersion of the ionised tracks before breakdown occurs [8]. In addition to physical considerations, all the components can be either manufactured on site (e.g. the transformer and spark gap) or bought commercially (e.g. the IGBT), keeping the cost of the system to a minimum (<£100). Let us now consider each section of the circuit in more detail as we set out to turn fig 3.2 into an operational triggering system.
4. THE IGBT AMPLIFIER

As we set out to construct the first phase of our pulsing circuit, let us consider briefly the anatomy of electronics successfully operated in the NIKHEF design - introducing the components by which initial amplification will be achieved. A good understanding will be crucial as we tune the circuit to our specific requirements.

4.1 Theoretical Background

Switching Operation of a BJT

The fundamental property of a Bipolar Junction Transistor (BJT) is that of a current amplifier. BJTs come in two flavours depending on their internal doping, but only the pnp type relevant in this investigation will be discussed here (see [9] for a detailed introduction to the BJT). Its electrical symbol is shown in fig 4.1. The device is designed such that current flow from emitter to collector pins is larger than the emitter to base current by a roughly constant factor $\beta$ i.e. $I_{E/C} = \beta I_{E/B}$. This property may be used as an amplifying switch in the following way.

- When both base and emitter sit at equal potential $V_B = V_E$ (fig 4.1a), no current flows from emitter to base, and hence there is no current flow from emitter to collector – the switch is ‘off’.
- If the base voltage falls to lower than $V_E$ by $\Delta V$ a base current is initiated - the switch is now ‘on’. In the ‘on’ state an ideal BJT will drop the full $V_E$ across the load resistance at the collector.

Note that the emitter to base current path is a pn junction and hence behaves as a diode – it will only conduct when $V_B$ is lower than $V_E$ i.e. when $\Delta V$ is a negative step.

Fig 4.1 Cartoon illustrating the anatomy of BJT and its operation as a switching device. In the ‘off’ state, in the absence of potential difference between emitter and base pins no current flows in the device and hence no voltage falls across the load $R_L$. When the base voltage $V_B$ is pulled below that of the emitter $V_E$ a small base current prompts a larger collector current (indicated by orange arrows), and the $V_E$ is dropped across the load.
Switching Operation of an IGBT

Although the Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistor (IGBT) is a single silicon device, its switching mechanism may be modelled qualitatively by the equivalent circuit shown in fig 4.2 [10]. The device combines the high voltage resilience of a MOSFET (Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field Effect Transistor; see [11]) with the high current capacity of a BJT. Unlike BJTs, MOSFETs are controlled by voltage on an input terminal – the gate – which is electrically isolated from the remainder of the circuit. Below a threshold gate voltage (typically ~5V) the remaining terminals – ‘source’ and ‘drain’ - are insulated from one another, but a conducting path is formed once the gate threshold is exceeded. In the IGBT this behaviour is exploited to switch high voltages as follows:

- When the gate voltage \( V_G \) is below threshold, the MOSFET is insulating and no voltage is dropped across the BJT base/emitter junction – no current flows and the switch is ‘off’
- When \( V_G \) exceeds threshold, the MOSFET becomes conducting and the drain, and hence the base of the BJT, are pulled to ground. Base current now flows and so a large collector current flows to ground – the switch is ‘on’

Fig 4.2 Simple IGBT equivalent circuit. The box distinguishes between the physical pins of the IGBT and the model we use to rationalise its behaviour. In the ‘off’ state the source/drain of the MOSFET are open circuit, and so the full \( (V_D - V_S) \) falls across the device. In the ‘on’ state the electrically insulated gate circuit triggers conduction in the MOSFET and hence current flows through the BJT. The large collector current facilitated by the BJT behaviour enables IGBTs to behave as short circuits even under very high (kV) voltages.

4.2 Circuit Design and Construction

As illustrated in fig 3.2 the NIKHEF design combines a BJT and IGBT to facilitate an overall voltage gain of ~100 with an input pulse of a few Volts. The complete circuit diagram used in the NIKHEF system is shown below (fig 4.3).
Fig 4.3 Complete circuit diagram of the NIKHEF IGBT amplifier. The active components – BJT and IGBT – are denoted S1 and S2 respectively and switch voltages V1 and V2 to the input of the following stage of the circuit. Regions of the circuit highlighted in blue are surge protection features designed to hold the circuit within the 0 to V1 operational range of the transistor or 0 to V2 range of the IGBT.

This circuit operates as follows. In steady state both base and emitter of the BJT sit at equal potential V1 and, as described in Section 4.1, S1 is therefore ‘off’. When the negative triggering pulse depresses the base voltage the switch is activated and the BJT will drop V1 across resistors at the collector. This voltage step is incident on the gate of the IGBT, S2, which switches to its ‘on’ state if the threshold voltage is exceeded. The IGBT now discharges C4, transferring a step change in voltage to the load RL. When the input square pulse returns to its off state BJT base current is extinguished and both devices return to their ‘off’ states.

The successful execution of this process depends crucially on the resistances and capacitances across the circuit, as well as the voltages at which we operate the system. Clearly components are selected with suitable tolerance levels, and provisions made to ensure unwanted voltage and current spikes are damped quickly. To this end two diodes are included at the IGBT collector to ensure it is never lifted significantly above the supply voltage or below ground. Similarly, large (~10μF) capacitors C2 and C3 are connected to protect the supplies from rapid voltage spiking characteristic of pulsed electronics. Low value resistors are chosen, R1 and R2, to limit the inrush current to the BJT and IGBT. Most importantly however, large (kΩ) choking resistors, R4 and R5, prevent the supplies from shorting to ground when the switches become conducting.

To ensure fast switching, BJT and IGBT are selected with appropriately short rise times – ~40ns [12] and ~20ns [13] respectively. This IGBT has a rated gate threshold voltage of 5.6V and the BJT must be able to switch well in excess of this value. Finally the BJT datasheet [12] indicates that 0.02A is a comfortable collector current. Resistors R2, R3 and R6 are therefore selected to total 500Ω to permit a 0.02A collector current at 10V and we will power the BJT at just above this threshold.
4.3 Assembly and Testing

Armed with a good understanding of the NIKHEF electronics I set about assembling the circuit. Using a copper track ferroboard and taking care to isolate regions of the board at ~100V from those of the ~10V by removing several copper tracks, the circuit was assembled in a compact but accessible arrangement to allow for ease of transport and simple access for maintenance and experimentation. The finished circuit board (fig 4.4b) is mounted within a plastic box to provide adequate insulation and resist physical damage.

![Diagram](image)

Fig 4.4 The completed IGBT circuit (b) is pictured alongside its circuit diagram (a). Key components, the two voltage supply rails and input/output terminals are highlighted. Note that components along the same vertical strip are connected by printed copper tracks on the reverse of the board. The +13.5V rail is isolated from the 60V region of the board by three vertical rows, each of which has its copper track removed to prevent unwanted sparking when the secondary rail is ultimately operated at ~180V. Probe points are indicated and numbered in (a), covering the complete signal path indicated in (b) by the blue trace. Grounded tracks are indicated in green.
With the hardware in place a sequence of experiments were undertaken to assess the general response of the system. The relevant experimental setup is shown above (fig 4.4a). The input pulse - which will ultimately arrive from the coincidence circuitry (fig 2.2) - is simulated using a signal generator and the circuit is pulsed at 1Hz – a typical sparking rate for a small spark chamber. For simplicity a purely resistive load was selected and a low value of $1\Omega$ chosen to simulate the low resistance of the transformer primary which will ultimately load this circuit. Care was taken to select appropriately thick load leads (visible in fig. 4.4b) as we expect instantaneous currents of tens of amps as $C_4$ discharges through this $1\Omega$. Suitable voltage supplies were selected and the lower voltage rail set at $+13.5V$ – a trade-off between faster transistor switching time [12] and the 16V voltage rating of capacitor $C_2$. The higher voltage rail will be operated at $+60V$ – significantly larger than 13.5V but ‘safe’ for tabletop experimentation.

The circuit will be probed at four key locations shown in fig 4.4 to image the pulse evolution. High impedance $1M\Omega$ probes were selected and operated at maximum attenuation to minimise their influence on the circuit behaviour. The input pulse width is selected at 100ns – a desirable upper limit for the total rise time of this circuit. Preliminary work suggests a 0.5-2V range of input amplitudes will be sufficient to observe behaviour between BJT operational threshold and saturation - i.e. when the full supply voltage is switched - within the crucial 100ns.

### 4.4 Observations and Discussion

#### Threshold Voltages and Rise Times

With both amplifying rails held at constant potential ($+13.5V$ and $+60V$) the amplitude of our 100ns input pulse was varied continuously across the 0.5-2V range of interest. Two important thresholds are identified, corresponding to the switch on voltages of the two amplifying components – the BJT and the IGBT. Images of the behaviour at probe points (1)-(4) are shown below (fig 4.5 and 4.6), illustrating behaviour around these thresholds. Note that in these figures each trace is AC coupled and so although true changes in voltage are observed, no absolute voltages are recorded.
A cursory glance at fig 4.5 instantly offers some general insights into the performance of our system. Firstly, notice that the ‘square’ wave applied to the circuit by the signal generator is significantly distorted, and becomes even more so by the BJT input. Between voltage steps this distortion is exponential in form, and can be related to the parasitic capacitance of our components, as will be discussed shortly. In addition to these general observations, fig 4.5a images the BJT switch on voltage at $\Delta V_b = -0.6 \pm 0.05$V, where the uncertainty is determined by variation observed in consecutive experiments. Above this threshold, the BJT drops voltage at the IGBT input (fig 4.5b) which increases with increasing $\Delta V_b$, consistent with our BJT theory (section 4.1). Note that at these low input voltages the BJT rise time is a relatively long 130ns. Further increase in input pulse is imaged below (fig 4.6):

(a) At low amplitude $V_i < 0.8$V pulsing at the input, although a small 0.6V signal appears at the BJT base, it remains inactivate and the remainder of the circuit is undisturbed.

(b) At input voltages $0.8V < V_i < 1.2$V the BJT turn-on threshold is exceeded and voltage is dropped across the IGBT gate. Up to 6V at the gate fails to activate the IGBT.

(a) At $V_i > 1.2$V the BJT raises the IGBT gate above its 6V threshold voltage, and we see a brief 20ns IGBT output response.

(b) At $V_i > 2$V the BJT rises to saturation within the 100ns input pulse. The IGBT is successfully activated within this rise time, switching -60V after 80ns. Note that the BJT remains saturated for a few 100ns before relaxing towards its unperturbed potential.
We see IGBT response for the first time in fig 4.6a. The 6±0.5V peak observed at the IGBT input in fig 4.5b therefore indicates a switch-on voltage, and the uncertainty is estimated by comparison with fig 4.6a and b and reflects the natural variability of the device. It is interesting to note (fig 4.6a) that activity at the IGBT output is relaxes after only ~20ns – a good 50ns before the input voltage has fallen beneath this 6V threshold, indicating more complex semiconductor physics than is considered here. Finally we see in fig 4.6b that further increase of potential difference at the BJT base, raises the BJT output to saturation at 10V - reduced somewhat from the expected 13.5V supply by the internal resistance of the device and the potential divider circuit at the collector. Crucially, the IGBT is now switches the full 60V dropped across it by the supply as predicted in Section 4.1. The overall switch on time of the system is now reduced to 80ns as indicated in fig 4.6b, and this operation demands an input pulse of 2V.

The sequence of thresholds identified above indicates that this 80ns delay is acquired in two distinct phases. The first is a rise time associated with the base of the BJT at it falls to beneath its 0.6V threshold. On careful inspection of fig 4.5b and 4.6 we find that, although this delay decreases as input pulse amplitude increases, the gains are only a few ns and the BJT rise is always initiated within 30ns. Larger gains are made in the BJT rise time. We observe that the threshold voltage of the IGBT, attained 100ns after BJT activation in fig 4.6a, is reduced to 60ns in fig 4.6b as the input pulse is increased from 1.2V to 2V. As discussed in Section 4.1 the amount of collector current delivered by a BJT is roughly proportional to the amount of base current flowing in the device. The observed improvement in rise times with increasing input pulse may therefore be understood qualitatively – as the larger input pulse drives the base voltage lower, more base current flows in the BJT, releasing larger collector current to charge the IGBT input to the 6V threshold more rapidly. Though we will satisfy ourselves with 80ns IGBT activation time for now, it is worth noting that there is still room for fine tuning here – indeed the BJT data sheet [12] suggests that under ideal conditions the rise time may be reduced to <20ns.

Relaxation Time, Repetition Rate and the RC time

Considering primarily the system switch-on time, the relaxation behaviour of our devices also imaged in fig 4.5 and 4.6 has thus far attracted little attention. As noted above, all the transients observed in these images take exponential form. The origin of this behaviour can be traced to the interaction of capacitances and resistances across our circuit.

Let us consider the behaviour of a capacitor in the simplest physically meaningful situation – discharging through a resistor (fig 4.7). How quickly will the capacitor reach deplete its charge \( Q_0 \) and voltage \( V_0 \)? After the switch is closed, the capacitor drives current \( I(t) \) through the resistor as shown. The instantaneous voltage across the resistor is given by Ohm’s law:

\[
V_R(t) = I(t)R \quad \{1\}
\]

\( \text{Fig 4.7 A fully charged capacitor (a) with initial voltage } V_0 \text{ is discharged (b) through a resistor R. At the instant the switch is closed conventional current } I_0 \text{ flows through R.} \)
The instantaneous voltage across a capacitor is given by the familiar relation:

\[ V_C(t) = \frac{Q(t)}{C} \quad \{2\} \]

where the capacitance \( C \) is a constant depending only on the device geometry. Using \( \{1\} \) and \( \{2\} \) we apply Kirchhoff’s law – that the algebraic sum of the voltages around a circuit must be zero - and make the substitution \( I(t) = \frac{dQ(t)}{dt} \):

\[
\begin{align*}
V_R(t) + V_C(t) &= 0 \\
I(t)R + \frac{Q(t)}{C} &= 0 \\
\frac{1}{RC} \frac{dQ}{dt} &= -t \\
Q(t) &= e^{-t/RC}
\end{align*}
\]

This simple differential equation has an exponential solution which may be expressed in terms of instantaneous charge or (applying \( \{2\} \)) voltage across the capacitor:

\[ Q(t) = Q_0 e^{-t/RC} \quad \text{or} \quad V(t) = V_0 e^{-t/RC} \quad \{3\} \]

We have therefore identified an exponential decay with a characteristic timescale \( \tau = RC \), after which any capacitor will be discharged to \( 1/e \) of its initial charge and voltage. It is straightforward to show that charging a capacitor through a resistor using an ideal voltage source returns the same time constant.

All the exponential transients of fig 4.5 and 4.6 may be understood in terms of this powerful, simple physical insight. Let us take the clearest example – the relaxation rate of the IGBT input in fig 4.6a. Although the IGBT data sheet fails to specify an input capacitance, a range of commercial IGBTs of similar specifications have rated input capacitances between \( C_i = 3\text{nF} \) and \( C_i = 500\text{pF} \) across their gate and source pins. Careful inspection of our circuit diagram (fig 4.3) indicates that once the BJT switches off an RC circuit is established across \( R_3 = 560\Omega \) as shown in fig 4.8a.

We thus expect an e-folding time \( \tau = RC \) between 1.7\( \mu s \) and 280\( \text{ns} \). Comparison with experimentally observed 520\( \text{ns} \) (fig 4.8b) is favourable - this decay time indicates an IGBT input capacitance of \( \sim 0.9\text{nF} \), towards the lower end of the suggested values, but clearly a reasonable figure.

![Fig 4.8 (a) Diagram indicating the RC circuit formed by the IGBT input capacitance \( C_i \) and the 560\( \Omega \) resistance \( R_3 \). (b) The delay time required for the IGBT input voltage (green trace) to decay to 1/e of its full value is measured at 520\( \text{ns} \).](image-url)
We can helpfully apply the RC theory to identify the slowest transient response in our system – behaviour which ultimately limits the maximum repetition rate of our system. Looking over our circuit (fig 4.3) we expect the 82kΩ of R₅ and the 680nF of C₄ to have the largest RC time as C₄ is recharged by the supply. We find that the 55.7±2ms - limited by the few percent uncertainties of our components values - is completely consistent with the 55.7±1ms recharge time of the IGBT determined by careful probing, and imaged below (fig 4.9).

Not only is fig 4.9 a fine example of the predictive power of RC theory, that the relaxation time of the system is >50ms is an important observation for two reasons. Firstly, this figure suggests an upper limit on the system repetition rate of 20Hz – assuming a single e-folding time is adequate to restore sufficient charge for successful sparking. After further experiment we find the true limiting rate to be ~10Hz, equivalent to two e-folding times of the RC recharge – at higher rates pulses are missed in plots similar to fig 4.9. The second important conclusion we may draw from this 50ms relaxation time is that similar relaxation behaviour elsewhere in the circuit (e.g. those observed in fig 4.6 and 4.7) occurs effectively instantaneously - 520ns relaxation of the IGBT gate is over 100,000 times faster than this 56ms recharge time. This observation is consistent with the RC times of all other capacitor and resistor pairs in the circuit, and is a reassuring indication that the circuit will be completely at rest before each pulse, if operated at <10Hz.
5. THE TRANSFORMER

With a functional amplifier capable of switching >60V within 80ns of a 2V square input pulse let us now consider the transformer which will further amplify the pulse (recall fig 3.2).

5.1 Theoretical Background

The non-ideal Transformer

There are various equivalent circuits by which a non-ideal transformer may be modelled. We will consider (fig 5.1) the ‘textbook’ non-ideal transformer (see [11]), to select an appropriate transformer design for maximal voltage gain and minimal rise time.

![Non-Ideal Transformer Diagram](image)

Fig 5.1 A common non-ideal transformer equivalent circuit. Series resistors \( R_1 \) and \( R_2 \) account for Ohmic losses in the coils, and inductances \( L_1 \) and \( L_2 \) represent their ‘leakage’ inductances – where induced flux fails to link both coils. \( L_m \), the ‘magnetising inductance’ determines the voltage \( V' \) across the primary of the ideal transformer region as input current \( I_1 \) varies. Charging of the secondary windings is accounted for by a ‘winding capacitance, \( C_w \) across the output.

Fig 5.1 treats the non-ideal transformer as an ideal transformer with a selection of parasitic inductances and resistances associated with each coil and a ‘magnetising’ inductance \( L_m \) which determines the amount of back e.m.f. dropped across the primary of the (notional) ideal transformer. Additionally, the multiple adjacent windings of the secondary introduce a finite ‘winding’ capacitance \( C_w \) across the secondary output. The parasitic (‘leakage’) resistances are associated with the finite resistance of the coil wires, and the leakage inductances reflect flux generation in either coil that fails to link its partner successfully. Simple application of Kirchhoff’s law to both primary and secondary circuits allows us to define the input voltage of the ideal transformer \( V'_i \) and the output voltage \( V_o \).

\[
V'_i = V_i - I_1 R_1 - L_1 (dI_1/dt) \quad \{4\}
\]

\[
V_o = V'_o - I_2 R_2 - L_2 (dI_2/dt) \quad \{5\}
\]
Note that all voltage and current terms vary with time, though subscripts are dropped for convenience. The input and output voltages across the ideal transformer can be related by the familiar expression:

\[ V'_o = V'_i \left( \frac{N_2}{N_1} \right) \quad \{6\} \]

Substituting \{6\} into \{5\} we find:

\[ V_o = V'_i \left( \frac{N_2}{N_1} \right) - I_2 R_2 - L_2 (dI_2/dt) \]

We may in turn apply \{4\} to this expression and relate \( V_o \) to \( V_i \) as follows:

\[ V_o = [V_i - I_1 R_1 - L_1 (dI_1/dt)] \left( \frac{N_2}{N_1} \right) - I_2 R_2 - L_2 (dI_2/dt) \]

\[ V_o = V_i \left( \frac{N_2}{N_1} \right) - [I_1 R_1 + L_1 (dI_1/dt)] \left( \frac{N_2}{N_1} \right) - I_2 R_2 - L_2 (dI_2/dt) \quad \{7\} \]

Notice that the form of \{7\} at any instant suggests a linear relationship between input and output voltages:

\[ V_o = V_i \left( \frac{N_2}{N_1} \right) + A(t) \quad \{8\} \]

where \( A(t) \) is a constant that will vary in time according to the relative dominance of each leakage term in \{7\}. This expression is identical to that of an ideal transformer, \{6\} when leakage terms are zero – i.e. \( A(t) = 0 \) – as expected. In seeking to reach a threshold output voltage to discharge a spark plug (see Section 3) within our 500ns ideal response time we will consider both the magnitude of this ‘leaked’ voltage \( A(t) \) and also the resonant behaviour of the non-ideal transformer of fig 5.1.

### 5.2 Transformer Design and Fabrication

Ultimately it is the dielectric breakdown potential of the air in the spark plug - taken as 3.13±0.2MVm\(^{-1}\) [14] where the uncertainty reflects changes of pressure and temperature during typical lab bench conditions – above which we expect reliable sparking. The 0.8±0.01mm cathode/anode separation of the spark plug therefore demands \( V_o > 2.5kV \). It is of course desirable to minimise the amount of ‘stepping-up’ demanded of our transformer as this will reduce the total number of transformer windings required and hence also the unwanted leakage of the coils. An eight turn primary was selected according to the recommendation of the NIKHEF team [15] and is a sensible trade-off between lower primary resistance (fewer turns) and ensuring that the majority of \( V_i \) falls across the inductive component of the coil rather than its resistance (more turns). As recommended we will wind ~350 turns onto the secondary winding, giving an ideal voltage gain of \( N_2/N_1 = 350/8 \approx 44 \) according to expression \{6\}. The IGBT will be operated <180V to protect adjacent components, giving an ideal output voltage of 7.9kV – comfortably above the 2.5kV threshold.
We choose to hand wind our transformer, selecting the device materials and geometry to most successfully limit flux leakage, and hence leakage inductances. Simple features – addition of a flux shaping ferrite core and use of low resistivity copper wire – are complimented by careful consideration of device geometry, which places the following constraints on our design (fig 5.2):

1) **Linear design**
   The primary coil is completely enclosed by the secondary such that the majority of flux naturally links the secondary windings.

2) **Adjacent winding**
   Both coils will be wound carefully by hand to ensure no gaps are left between adjacent windings through which flux can leak.

3) **Coil bed matching**
   Primary and secondary solenoids will have approximately equivalent lengths, \( h \), minimising the amount of flux leakage between primary and secondary layers.

In addition to flux leakage considerations our device must be compact and robust. We settle on a bed length of \( h = 10\text{mm} \). Choosing primary and secondary wire diameters at 0.85mm and 0.19mm diameter the primary will fall slightly shorter than the full bed length (6.8mm), but the secondary can be wound as 7 layers of 53 secondary windings, totalling 371 turns – a 1:46 ratio ideal for our purposes. Raising 180V at the primary to \(~8\text{kV} \), the far ends of adjacent beds of the secondary coil will therefore experience potential differences of a few kV (see fig 5.3) and so each layer is bound with several layers of insulating ‘Kapton’ tape. The complete schematic of this design is shown below (fig 5.3).
5.3 Construction and Experimental Setup

Working from fig 5.3 the transformer was assembled and mounted as shown in fig 5.4. Following a failed first attempt, great care was taken to completely isolate adjacent layer ends using 3-4 layers of insulating tape. A spark gap was added to the output of the secondary to ensure that accidental triggering of an unloaded transformer will discharge safely rather than by internal sparking. The sense of the windings is chosen such that the negative pulse expected on the primary will produce a positive pulse on the secondary – the spark plug will be held within a positive potential in the spark gap and so we require excess positive voltage to exceed the breakdown threshold. Short, thick external leads were selected to minimise unwanted external inductance and resistance of the connecting circuit which may add to the device rise time, and high voltage resistant cable was used as appropriate.
A series of experiments was undertaken to assess the behaviour of the device. Our interests are primarily the device gain – whether we can successfully exceed the breakdown voltage required to trigger the spark plug – and its rise time – whether this breakdown will occur fast enough to ensure our overall delay time is held beneath our target 500ns. Using the experimental arrangement shown in fig 5.5 probes were placed across primary and secondary transformer windings, measuring $V_i$ and $V_o$ respectively, and our pulsing circuit constructed in Section 4 drives the circuit for a few hundred nanoseconds and at varying input voltages. Attaching the transformer output to the spark plug we will examine the system response below and above the discharge threshold. Note that probing the output’s high voltage spikes is no easy task and we are limited to below the 5kV maximum voltage rating of our most robust probe.

During preliminary testing we find that the $V_o$ only attains its maximum value if the IGBT is open for 800ns. This is achieved by ensuring the input pulse duration is increased to $>200$ns – $600$ns will be used for the following experiments.
5.4 Results and Discussion

Pulse Distortion, Finite Rise time and LC oscillation

The first crucial insight into the behaviour of our transformer is in the elegant profile of the output voltage. Typical behaviour is shown in fig 5.6 below for below threshold output voltages (fig 5.6a) and including sparking (fig 5.6b):

![Fig 5.6 Probing the voltage at the transformer primary (blue trace) and secondary (purple trace) coils. Though the system is driven at identical primary voltages we observe either (a) voltage oscillation but no breakdown or (b) breakdown before peak voltage. Note that this breakdown occurs around 4±1kV, where this large spread reflects the complex and chaotic physics of discharge occurring in the spark plug.]

The most striking thing about fig 5.6 is the relatively long, >700ns rise time of the secondary voltage. By comparison, the IGBT switching time of <20ns (exactly as suggested by [13]) applies the primary voltage almost instantaneously. Already we observe significant deviation from ideal transformer behaviour - where we would expect such a step change to drive a step change in secondary voltage. In fact we observe zero secondary voltage when the primary is activated – highlighted by the red vertical line in fig 5.6a. We then see up to 800ns of finite, sinusoidal rise time during which comparatively little voltage variation is observed across the primary. It is imperative for us to rationalise this behaviour, since sparking is observed only when the output attains a threshold voltage – see fig 5.6b – at which point the spark plug is discharged. It is interesting to observe that this threshold is highly variable, occurring at 4±1kV – we see sparking in 5.6b at 3.7kV but no sparking in 5.6a despite higher output voltages. This variation is too large to be simply attributed to 5% daily changes in atmospheric pressure, and must reflect more complex discharge physics within the spark plates.

Fortunately during the first 700ns after the input pulse - of most interest in our quest to minimise secondary voltage rise time - the primary voltage changes little (fig 5.6a). In this approximation a ~-60V step function is applied to the primary and passes onto the secondary coil undistorted. Careful inspection of our non-ideal transformer equivalent circuit (fig 5.1) indicates that the inductances associated with the secondary windings, Ls, experience this step voltage increase in a situation analogous to closing the switch in fig 5.7.
At the instant voltage $V'_o$ appears across the secondary windings $V_o$ is zero – though there is voltage across the primary none is observed because we are probing across an empty winding capacitance. As the situation to evolves (i.e. we close the switch), current begins to flow onto the winding capacitance $C_w$ which gradually acquires charge $Q(t)$ and hence voltage $V(t) = Q(t)/C_w$. Applying Kirchhoff once again we see:

$$L_s (dI/dt) - Q(t)/C_w = 0$$

Since the current $I = dQ/dt$ this expression may be written,

$$L_s (d^2Q/dt^2) - Q(t)/C_w = 0$$

which has a simple sinusoidal solution

$Q(t) \propto \sin(\omega t) \propto V(t)$, with a characteristic frequency $\omega = (L_2C_w)^{-1/2}$ and thus time period,

$$T = 2\pi/\omega, \tag{4}$$

This highly simplified analysis goes far to rationalising the sinusoidal output voltage rise time observed in fig 5.6. The LC model’s prediction of zero amplitude secondary voltage at the instant of voltage appearing across the primary, followed by sinusoidal oscillation is consistent with the behaviour observed during the rise time of our system. Furthermore, the model provides several powerful predictions which will aid us in reducing the 800ns rise time to below 500ns. Firstly, we observe that expression (4) suggests that the period of our oscillation should be independent of pulse amplitude. We therefore expect a pulse of double the amplitude of that shown in fig 5.6b to reach sparking threshold voltages in half the time – reducing the rise time to 350ns which is within the our 500ns budget.

**Optimising the Rise time**

After encouraging preliminary work indicating that the 700ns rise time observed in fig 5.6a is indeed independent of peak output voltage in the range <5kV (limited by the voltage rating of our probe) it was decided to double the input voltage from the -68V to -136V and observe the spark formation time. At these primary voltages the secondary could leap to well in excess of the 5kV which we can safely probe, and so we will observe sparking using a magnetically coupled probe. Due to the variability of the sparking threshold voltage discussed above, we will observe the system for 1000 pulses at 1Hz (i.e. ~17mins continuous operation), collecting a statistical distribution of sparking delay times. The variability in spark times is observed to be of order 100ns and so we will bin the delay times in 10ns intervals. An example of the oscilloscope traces across primary and secondary circuits is shown below (fig 5.8) along with the histogram illustrating the observed distribution of spark delay times across 1000 sparks.
Both the position and form of the histogram (fig 5.8) are encouragingly consistent with the model of transformer/spark plug operation we have considered thus far. As predicted by our LC resonance model the majority of sparks now exhibit a 350±50ns delay between input pulsing and discharge of the spark plug, where these limits include the most delayed sparks observed. This is pleasingly faster than our 500ns target. This and similar experiments demonstrate conclusively that the overall delay time is indeed halved by doubling the voltage across the transformer primary. The variability of the observed delay times is also of interest. The bias in the distribution towards earlier sparking and the absence of heavily delayed sparks is consistent with a model in which there is an inherent variability in the onset of sparking and above a threshold voltage there is always a breakdown. We can therefore conclude that pulsed at >136V at the primary, our transformer will spark with 100% efficiency within <400ns. Finally, it is observed in further work that raising the primary voltage still further reduces the spread of delay times – a feature which may also be understood within the LC model. The constant oscillation time of the LC circuit raises a higher amplitude secondary pulse more steeply, decreasing the time in which the 4±1kV range of breakdown voltages is traversed and hence squeezing the distribution of delay times to <150ns.

Voltage Gain

A final experiment was undertaken without changing the setup, to investigate the linearity between input and output transformer voltages predicted by expression \(8\). For output voltages below the 4kV discharge threshold a range of primary voltages were applied at the IGBT supply rail and recorded using a high impedance digital multimeter accurate to ±0.1V. As before care was taken to use >200ns input pulses from the signal generator so that the system is ‘on’ for long enough to allow the output voltage to attain its maximal value. The secondary voltage is probed as before, and the peak voltage read from a scope to accuracy of within ±10V. We observe the following relationship between input and output voltage (fig 5.9):
This striking tight linear relationship is consistent with all eight tested voltages to within experimental uncertainties (which are of the same scale as the data points). Let us recall expression {8} with which the non-ideal transformer output is theoretically related to its input voltage:

\[ V_o = V_i \left( \frac{N_2}{N_1} \right) + A(t) \]  

\{8\}

In probing \( V_i \) and \( V_o \) at a constant delay time – at their maximal values – we fix the constant term \( A(t) \) and so we observe a linear relationship between the two as suggested by \{8\}. Furthermore, we expect the gradient of this plot to reflect the turns ratio with which our transformer was constructed. Somewhat surprisingly, the \( N_2 = 373 \) secondary and \( N_1 = 8 \) turns recorded during the winding process returns a lower value of \( \left( \frac{N_2}{N_1} \right) = 46.6 \). Since the coil winding machine is assumed to count the number of secondary turns to within ±1 turn and the non-ideal transformer model suggests that only the turns ratio can affect the gradient of fig 5.9 this discrepancy is traced to the primary windings. In threading the stiff primary wire out of the coil former it is certainly possible that one of the end turns has become significantly uncoiled. Losing a single primary turn in this way introduces a ±7 uncertainty into the turns ratio which becomes \( \left( \frac{N_2}{N_1} \right) = 46.6±7 \) - now consistent with the much more tightly constrained value of 53 determined experimentally by the gradient of fig 5.9.

The non-ideality of our transformer is imaged in fig 5.9 by its -150V offset. For an ideal transformer the non-ideality factor \( A(t) \) is zero, and an input vs output voltage plot would pass through the origin, as we would intuitively expect. This -150V can be treated using expression \{7\} but this more detailed analysis exceeds the scope of this report. Let us content ourselves with the ‘rule of thumb’ observation that our transformer will deliver peak output voltages of 150V short of that predicted for an ideal transformer of the same turns ratio. Considering the operational 4kV maximum output voltage during sparking, this 4% effect is pleasingly small.
6. THE SPARK GAP

Thus far our pulsing circuit now discharges a spark plug within a characteristic time of <350ns. This spark will be used to discharge a prefabricated spark gap (recall fig 3.2) which will eventually raise the ~8kV across plates in a spark chamber. It is suggested in the literature that the break down time of such a triggered spark gap is ~20ns [4] and we therefore aim to discharge our spark gap within <400ns. The following sequence of experiments will assess whether we can achieve such delay times. Crucially, we will investigate the range of voltages that the spark gap can defend in steady state, as this limits the maximum potential difference that can ultimately be delivered to our spark chamber plates. Though the theory of spark formation in a gaseous medium is fascinating and of clear importance to the wider goal of constructing a successful spark chamber, it is complex and falls beyond the scope of this report. The following experiments will therefore be analysed only qualitatively, but their empirical results have profound implications for the operation of our triggering system.

a. Experimental Setup

Introduced in Section 3, the spark gap performs the same high voltage switching function as the IGBT, with the benefit of increased speed and higher breakdown voltages. Our ‘home-made’ device is shown below (fig 6.1) along with the relevant circuit diagram for this sequence of experiments. It is constructed such that the anode/cathode separation distance d can be adjusted over a ~4mm range, to allow a range of different voltages to be defended by a variable air gap.

![Annotated Image of Spark Gap and Circuit Diagram](image)

Fig 6.1 An annotated image of our rudimentary spark gap and the circuit constructed to assess its performance. Note that the anode/ground plate distance d can be adjusted by up to 4mm in the current design, though a full 1cm range is possible with a different anode pin. A 1:1000 potential divider, highlighted in blue, is used to probe the circuit at safe voltages.
Component values are selected to limit the source/ground current when the sparking acts as a short circuit – $R_1 = 10\, \text{M}\Omega$ at 6kV will pass 0.6mA, comfortably below the 2mA rating of the voltage supply – and using the RC time introduced in Section 4.4 to select a $>1\, \mu\text{s}$ high voltage pulse to the chamber plates, ensuring a breakdown occurs – 100pF typical capacitance of small spark chamber plates [4] fixes $R_2 = 10k\Omega$. All components were specifically chosen to withstand up to 10kV. Probing as shown, we pulse the circuit with our current triggering circuit, delivering a $4\pm 1kV$ spike with overall rise time of $<400\text{ns}$ – and will vary the anode/cathode spacing and applied voltage to observe and optimise the spark gap discharge time.

b. Methods and Discussion

Steady State threshold Voltage

The basic principle of a spark plug suggests that its fastest operation occur when it holds off a steady state voltage at just beneath its breakdown threshold – in this case the dielectric strength of air $3.13\, \text{MV/m}$. It is of primary importance that the device switch as large a voltage as possible, to ensure the output pulse to the chamber plates is large enough to induce reliable sparking. We therefore run a simple preliminary experiment to determine the steady state voltages defended by the un-triggered spark gap as the gap width is varied. We increase the supply voltage and note the potential at which continuous breakdown occurs - as recorded with a multimeter at our probe point – and measure the corresponding gap width using callipers. Uncertainties are limited by the finite variations of $\pm 0.1\text{V}$ at the probe point reflecting the $\pm 100\text{V}$ fluctuations in threshold voltage, and the “by eye” use of callipers to estimate the spark gap. We find that at very small gap widths, $d<1\text{mm}$, the defended voltage increases with gap width as expected, but that at greater widths the breakdown voltage plateaus to a constant $6.7\pm 0.3\, \text{kV}$ (see fig 6.2). As in previous experiments, this value is constrained only empirically, as the day-to-day different influences (e.g. pressure variations; oxidation of the cathode plate) introduce random variation of $\sim \pm 300\text{V}$ to these results.

![Fig 6.2 Variation of Spark Gap Breakdown Voltage with Anode/Cathode Separation](image)
The increasing breakdown potential of air between two smooth parallel plates – 3.13±0.3V/m – is included alongside the observed variation of breakdown potential of air with electrode separation. Although our threshold voltages exceed this theoretical limit by up to 1kV this is attributed to the curved geometry of our electrodes (see fig 6.1) and surface effects. Similarly the observed breakdown threshold falls beneath the parallel plate value as the gap width is increased – as the electrodes become less like plates and more like discrete points. Without further analysis at this stage let us exploit the form of this breakdown curve and select a gap width of 2mm for further delay time experiments, as it is at this point represents the ideal compromise between high threshold voltage – we require as large voltages as possible to be switched to the spark chamber – and narrow electrode separation – which we expect to favour faster switching times.

Delay time

Using an identical experimental arrangement (fig 6.1) but now imaging at the probe point with an oscilloscope and selecting a constant 2mm gap width, the supply voltage was decreased from the threshold voltage for continuous breakdown - 6.7±0.3V – until no spark developed. Delay times were recorded at the scope as illustrated below (fig 6.3):

![Spark gap discharge](image)

Fig 6.3 Recording the spark formation time by probing the spark gap electronics. The 200ns, 1.8V input pulse is shown in gold, and the 1000x attenuated supply voltage to the spark gap in blue. The 4V collapse after 680ns therefore reflects the shorting of the ~4kV voltage as the spark gap discharges. The initial rise and 320ns decay at the spark plug reflects magnetic coupling of the system to the transformer flux, and its discharge when the spark plug discharges. The physical appearance of the discharge is inset – note that the spark jumps the gap at its narrowest point.

Let us briefly consider the form of behaviour observed across the spark plug in fig 6.3, noting that it is this signal that will also be output to the spark chamber. In this example only a modest 4kV is dropped across the output, but the overall rise time, although not yet within our 500ns target, is nonetheless a pleasing 640ns. At such rise times we might expect to see 85% efficient sparking [1] if we can ultimately apply 8kV to our chamber. Also encouraging is the observed spark plug decay within 350ns as expected for our optimised pulsing circuit (see fig 5.8).
Let us look now at how this decay time reacts as we vary the supply voltage to the spark gap (fig 6.4). As before, the natural variation in delay times at any given voltage is accounted for by observing 1000 sparks and taking the delay time around which the distribution peaks. The <±500ns half-width of the majority of these distributions (e.g. fig. 5.8) is a negligible source of uncertainty compared to the ±0.1kV fluctuations observed at our potential divider and probe.

The elegant trend of fig 6.4 linking increasing spark gap voltage with shorter formation times hints at some of the detail of the spark formation process that I am sadly unable to enter into here. However, several immediate features provide useful direction for further refinement of our completed pulsing circuit. Firstly, there is a smooth transition in the overall spark formation times across several orders of magnitude that is perhaps surprising given the relatively minor changes in supply voltages – between the threshold for spark formation at ~4.4kV and continuous breakdown at ~6.7kV indicated by red lines in fig 6.4. This range of spark formation times from 500ns to 50μs perhaps reflects the exponential multiplicative process by which high electric fields generate the free ion cascades which seed the conductive pathway along which discharge occurs (see [18]).

The practical implications of the strong dependence of formation times on supply voltage are twofold. Firstly our assumption that the fastest switching times will occur when the system is held almost at its breakdown voltage (here 6.7kV) is emphatically vindicated. Secondly, the fastest overall delay time achieved in this experiment is 580±100ns where the 100ns is the approximate half width of the observed distribution of sparking times. Ultimately therefore, we find our complete system to be within striking distance of the 500ns overall rise time which is suggested to produce 100% efficient sparking in a small spark chamber [1] [2].

1. See [17] for a general introduction and [18] for a more practical summary for drift chambers.
5. CONCLUSIONS

Not only have we successfully assembled an operation pulsing circuit for our demonstration spark chamber, but with a range of experiments we have produced the following set of interesting and useful results. We have seen how initial pulsing of the circuit with a square wave of >2V is sufficient to activate the IGBT within <80ns (fig 4.6b). Furthermore, a general appreciation of the operation of a BJT suggests that this overall rise time may be reduced to as low as 50ns if the collector resistance is decreased (fig 4.3 R2, R3 and R6) and/or the 13.5V primary voltage supply raised to increase the current switched by the device. We have shown in Section 5 that operation of the IGBT at >136V from the secondary supply and applying 2V, >200ns input pulses, is sufficient to ensure 100% efficient spark plug discharge within 350ns (fig 5.8). Further increasing this voltage is found to reduce this time further, though it is recommended to operate below 180V as this is the specification to which the transformer has been fabricated (Section 5).

Components across the circuit are seen to obey several key physical theories. Relaxation rates are associated with recharging/discharging capacitances around the circuit – whether dedicated components or parasitic capacitances e.g. the high input capacitance of the IGBT imaged experimentally in fig 4.8b. This theory is usefully applied to identify the limiting 55.7±2ms charge time of the IGBT circuit’s 680nF capacitor (fig 4.9) responsible for the observed ~10Hz maximum repetition rate of our complete system. The largest single source of delay in our circuit is identified as the transformer rise time, which can be understood in terms of LC charge oscillation (Section 5.4). This theory is exploited to reduce overall spark plug discharge times to <400ns. Finally, the non-ideal transformer modelled discussed in Section 5.1 not only rationalises the tight linear relationship between input and output voltage (fig 5.9) but indicates that, at operational voltages, our transformer delivers output voltages only 4% shy of ideal values – reflecting the care taken during construction.

Finally, pulsing our ‘home-made’ spark gap with the complete circuit suggests that our electronics can currently achieve overall delay times of 580ns with a distribution of ±100ns (fig 6.4) and a switched voltage of 6.7kV (fig 6.2). Ultimately this result is highly encouraging – when coupled to the ~100ns delay introduced by the coincidence circuit, we may ultimately achieve overall delay between cosmic ray detection and high voltage pulsing of the chamber plates of <600ns, for which [1] suggests a small chamber with deliver 85% efficient sparking. Furthermore, over the course of these investigations several areas have been highlighted where further fine tuning could reduce this delay time still further – the rise time of the BJT and the spark gap threshold voltage. It is the latter consideration which is of greatest concern as this report closes – we find (fig 6.2) that our spark gap can currently defend only <6.7kV. This falls short of the >8kV with which small spark chambers are traditionally pulsed e.g. [1], [19] and further work will be required to assess the implications of this limit for our system.
Ultimately however, we have constructed a fully functional triggering device to connect our existing particle detector to a spark chamber, still to be fabricated. The circuit is durable, and although not yet portable (see fig 7.1) it is compact enough to envisage easy attachment to a table-top spark chamber. In conclusion, not only has this project broadened my understanding of the electronics of the spark chamber, it has provided a taste of the visual excitement of a spark chamber in the successful triggering of our spark gap - I look forward to the completed chamber.
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